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Executive Summary

This deliverable investigates how to do global robot localization in the conditions that are relevant to SPRING project
that calls for building global maps using the sensors on the robot itself, rather than using extra mapping effort. We
construct global visual maps by COLMAP global structure from motion pipeline and employ purely image based lo-
calization Hloc pipeline. We present a new localization pipeline that uses elements of Hloc and combine them with
additional processing of ARI images to achieve robust localization. We show, that in the relevant BROCA hospital en-
vironment, we can achieve 90% consistent recall between the global and local mapping and localization at 1.5 meter
tolerance.
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1 Introduction

Global localization aims at finding robot positions in a global map after waking up a robot as well as at providing a
secondary mechanism for checking the performance of local mapping using, e.g., ORB-SLAM [8] and RTAB-Map [6]
pipelines, and detecting their failures. This brings the necessary robustness for real world performance.

The main goal of this deliverable is to investigate how to do global robot localization in the conditions that are
relevant to SPRING project. Earlier [13], we have investigated and evaluated InLoc [14] localization pipeline that uses
a detailed 3D map of the environment. The map is obtained by 3D scanning using high-quality 3D scanners and a 3D
map construction technology, e.g., from Matterport [1, 7]. Using this technology, we can localize robot accurately and
reliably [13].

However, there are several challenges related to the global localization in SPRING project. First, it turns out that it
is not viable to use 3D scanning campaigns because they are not scalable and can’t react to changing environments.
Secondly, it is necessary to interconnect global localization with local maps built via visual SLAM provided by, e.g.,
ORB-SLAM or RTAB-Map. Hence, we conclude that it is necessary to build global maps using the sensors on the robot
itself, rather than using extra mapping effort.

ARI robots used in SPRING are equipped with two 180 degrees field of view fish-eye cameras providing omni-
directional vision sensing. Hence, it is convenient to construct global visual maps by global structure from motion
pipelines, e.g., COLMAP [12] and employ purely image based localization pipelines. Recently, a very successful pipeline
Hloc [10, 11] become the state of the art, see the comparison in [3, 4].

Thus, in this deliverable we investigate whether and how Hloc can be used for global ARI localization in relevant
BROCA hospital environment. We present a new localization pipeline 6.2 that uses elements of Hloc and combine
themwith additional processing of ARI images to achieve robust localization. We show, Section 5, that we can achieve
90% consistent recall between the global and local mapping and localization at 1.5 meter tolerance.

The deliverable is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe BROCA hospital data acquisition with ARI.
In Section 3, we describe how ARI fish-eye cameras were calibrated. Then, in Section 4, we explain how we have
constructed a global 3D map using COLMAP 3D reconstruction pipeline. In Section 5, we describe and evaluate the
Hloc localization in the COLMAP model we have constructed. To be able to evaluate as well as to connect the global
localization to the local mapping, we align the global and the local maps in Section 6. We evaluate the quality of the
global localization by comparing its agreement with the local mapping based on visual odometry.
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2 BROCA hospital data collection with ARI

The data used was collected from the first floor in the BROCA hospital, Paris during the SPRING experimentation week
in April 2022.

The first set of data collection was performed with the ARI robot set in the mapping mode. It was found that there
was a significant accuracy increase in the internal mapping of ARI when the auto exposure was turned ON for the
torso front camera, an Intel Realsense D435i.

Figure 2.1: ARI Cameras Configuration. The Torso Front camera, an Intel Realsense D435i is used with ORB SLAM

The following topics were recorded in multiple rosbags for each session, since the recordings had to be stopped
any time hospital staff crossed in the field of view of the robot:

• /front_fisheye_camera/image_raw/compressed with images from the front RGB fisheye camera positioned
just above the touch-screen recorded at an average of 7 fps.

• /rear_fisheye_camera/image_raw/compressed with images the rear RGB fisheye camera above the emer-
gency button recorded with with an average 7 fps.

• /torso_front_camera/color/camera_infowith the camera calibration information for the Intel RealSenseD435i
RGBD camera.

• /torso_front_camera/color/image_raw/compressed with images from the RGB camera in the D435i module,
recorded at 11 fps.

• /torso_front_camera/aligned_depth_to_color/image_raw/compressed with the depth information aligned
to each pixel of the color image.

• /torso_front_camera/infra1/image_rect_raw/compressed and /torso_front_camera/infra2/image_rect_
raw/compressed with images from the monochrome cameras in the D435i module, recorded at 11 fps each.

• /torso_back_camera/fisheye1/image_raw/compressed and
/torso_back_camera/fisheye2/image_raw/compressed with the images from the fisheye cameras in the Intel
T265 module in the rear of the robot.
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• Other topics with the tf transforms information, and the ARI internal SLAM outputs such as the estimated pose,
and the point cloud.

As can be seen in the map in Figure 4.2c, the mapping was started with the robot in the room on the right, moved
to the main hallway through the corridor performing a loop within the hallway, and returned back to the room again
through the corridor. This ensured loop closure in the ARI internal SLAM, and also provides sufficient data to build a
complete map, and localize from both sides (front and rear) of ARI.

Implementation CodeandModel are available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/
mapping_localization
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3 ARI Fish Eye Camera Calibration

The SLAM map is built with images from the front fisheye camera of ARI, which is a wide field-of-view fisheye (lens)
camera. These cameras have significant distortion, especially towards the edges of the image, an example of which
can be seen in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Example of image from front fisheye camera of ARI. The field of view is almost 180◦, but there is significant
distortion.

For meaningfully working with these images, we need to model this distortion, and we do so with the OpenCV fisheye
calibration package which uses the Kannala-Brandt model [5]. The model is briefly described below:
Consider a 3D point X in the world projected to image coordinates (a, b) by the Pinhole model without any distortion.
For,

r2 = a2 + b2

and
θ = atan(r)

The fisheye distortion is modelled by a 8th order polynomial equation:

θd = θ(1 + k1θ
2 + k2θ

4 + k3θ
6 + k4θ

8) (3.1)

where the distorted point coordinates are:
x′ = (θd/r)a
y′ = (θd/r)b

(3.2)

and the final pixel coordinates (u, v) we see in the actual image are:

u = fx(x
′ + αy′) + cx

v = fyy
′ + cy

(3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Examples of the checkerboard pattern in different configurations for the fisheye calibration task.

In the calibration task, we estimate the intrinsic parameters of the camera from the pinhole model, as well as the
distortion parameters k1, k2, k3, k4 from (3.1)

The OpenCV fisheye camera module [2] is used for this task with a checkerboard pattern for the corner detec-
tions in various orientations and distances. Examples of images used for calibration are shown in Figure 3.2. Using
the OpenCV functions, we compute the corners in the checkerboard, and with multiple 2D-3D correspondences we
optimize for the best set of intrinsic and distortion parameters.

For the input images used, we obtain the following parameters for the front fisheye camera: Intrinsic cameramatrix

K =

1.18869e03 0 1.631948e03
0 1.189301e03 1.242818e03
0 0 1

 (3.4)

and the distortion parameters
k1
k2
k3
k4

=

−0.065074864654844314
0.022948182911307041

−0.0039319897787193784
−0.0037411424922587362

(3.5)

This gives an average reprojection error of 2 pxwhich is not insignificant, and so this is only used as an initialization
input to the Structure-from-Motion (SfM) process.

Implementation Model, code anddata are available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/
mapping_localization
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4 3D Map Building from ARI images based on COLMAP

First of all, we tried to build a map using the COLMAP Sparse Reconstruction method on all of the gathered images.
This did not work and resulted in unusable maps, as can be seen in Figrue 4.1.

Figure 4.1: COLMAP sparse map reconstruction on the full dataset. This map doesn’t represent the path of the robot.
The images were not matched at all in some places creating a separate loop of corresponding images instead.

To build a good map from this dataset we had to take into account how the data was gathered and what quality
of images it produced. We will discuss this in the next two sections; Section 4.0.1 and Section 4.0.2.
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(a) Matterport map. (b) COLMAP map reconstruction created from the blur and
distance filtered data. The data filtering process in described
in 4.0.2

(c) COLMAP reconstruction ma overlayed over the Matterport map.

Figure 4.2: Matterport map visualized as a floor plan and COLMAP map reconstruction.
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Figure 4.3: COLMAP map reconstruction with dataset image examples.

Implementation CodeandModel are available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/
mapping_localization

4.0.1 Dataset Nature

As the robot was moving, it captured images from two cameras – one on its chest and the other on its back, called
front and rear cameras. The robot was also saving its pose (including its location and orientation) throughout the
movement using ORB SLAM [8]. The robot sampled the frames of these cameras in real-time. Due to the limited
bandwidth and computational load incurred by many processes running simultaneously, the sampling process is not
perfect. Sometimes, the frames saved are mere hundredths of a second apart and, on other occasions, only seconds
apart. Also, when collecting the data, the robot had to be often stopped, which led to multiple capturing of many
places. This led to a couple of problems when creating the map, which we remedied by preprocessing the dataset.

The ORB SLAM poses, with clumped regions, can be seen in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: ORB SLAM image locations. Note that there are many places where the images were taken almost simul-
taneously, making for almost identical images. This can be seen in the magnified region.

4.0.2 Dataset Preprocessing

First, we had to remove the blurred images caused by the robot’s movement. Blurred images were filtered using a
variation of Laplacian filtering [9].

Secondly, we had to filter out images taken at almost exactly the same positions, making them almost identical.
We created a regular grid and picked a single image in each cell of the grid. The results of the pre-processing are
shown in Figure 4.5.
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(a) Original image locations. Clumped up in places. (b) Filtered image locations.

Figure 4.5: Unfiltered ORB SLAM image locations on the left and images filtered by snapping to a grid on the right.
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5 Visual localization based on HLoc

To test the HLoc localization, we localized more than 500 test images that were not used to build the COLMAP map
and plotted them onto a scatter graph together with the map. All but 16 localized query images were on the robot’s
trajectory. This can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Localized images using HLoc in red and COLMAP map reconstruction in blue.
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In Figure 5.2, we show that these points not only lie on the robot’s trajectory, but 90%, resp. 75, of them are within a
1.5, resp. 1, meter distance from the locations obtained from aligned, Section 6, ORB-SLAM visual odometry. The error
is measured by comparing the positions obtained by Hloc with those obtained by ORB-SLAM odometry. Therefore,
our evaluation measures the agreement between the two methods, not the agreement with a correct ground truth.

Figure 5.2 shows the localization based on a single image from the front or rear ARI fish eye in red. ARI localization
based on sequences of three consecutive images from either front or rear cameras is shown in blue. We see that the
results are almost the same.

The results show that global localization is capable of reliably determining the starting point of the ARI robot on
the level of rooms to retrieve the local map of a room and start ORB-SLAM localization in the room. However, it is still
not accurate enough to provide the absolute pose of ARI within centimeters of the robot from a short sequence of
images from a single camera.

We see several sources of errors that lead to our results. First, the 3D mapping of COLMAP is far from perfect.
First, we discovered that the trajectories reconstructed from front and rear ARI fish-eye cameras sometimes differ

by tens of centimeters. This can be seen, for example, in Figure 4.2c in the corridor just in front of the larger room.
Although the images were taken from approximately the same place (just on the other side of the robot), the cameras
in the reconstruction were placed in different locations. Secondly, some parts of the scene are much less covered by
the 3D map than others because of dropouts in image acquisition. To improve the quality of the 3D model, we will
calibrate the two fish-eye cameras of ARI as a common rigid camera rig and improve the fish-eye image acquisition
to fit the frame rate to the available bandwidth.

Figure 5.2: The graph shows the fraction of correctly localized queries (y-axis) within a certain distance (x-axis). In
orange are images localized in groups of three when knowing their relative poses from ORB SLAM. In blue are images
localized one at a time.
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6 Aligning the global HLoc map with the local ORB SLAM map

The alignment of the global HLoc map with the local ORB SLAM map is done by Procrustes analysis, i.e., the transfor-
mation — rotation, translation, and scale — is obtained by minimizing the objective function

1

n

n∑
i=1

∥yi − (cRxi + t)∥2 , (6.1)

where yi and xi are the corresponding 3D points andR, t and c represent the desired transformation consisting of
rotation, translation, and scale, respectively [15].

The models aligned using this transformation can be seen in Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1: Aligned map reconstructions. HLoc/COLMAP in blue and ORB SLAM in red.
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6.0.1 Pipeline

Thewhole process of preprocessing data, creatingmaps, localizing and aligningmaps is carried out using the pipeline
shown in Figure 6.2.

The pipeline consists of the following processing units:

• KeyframeSelector takes all the images and returns the sharp ones, as described in Section 4.0.2.

• ImageSelector takes images and image locations from ORB SLAM and returns a subset without those taken
from the same location as described in Section 4.0.2.

• KeypointsDetector tinds key points in images and saves them to a database in COLMAP format.

• Matcher computes matches between all pairs of images.

• Mapper creates a COLMAP map from image key points and matching image pairs.

• HLocMapCreator creates an HLoc map from the images and the COLMAP map.

• BrocaHLocQueryComposer creates testing data for localization using distance-filtered images from ImageSe-
lector and omitting images used by the Mapper.

• HLocLocalizer localizes query images in a HLoc map.

• IOConverter converts the ORB SLAM model into COLMAP format.

• ModelsAligner cAlignes two models as described in Section 6.

• ModelsVisualizer visualizes the aligned models.

Implementation CodeandModel are available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/
mapping_localization
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Figure 6.2: Pipeline used to preprocess and filter images, find key points in images, create COLMAP and HLoc map
reconstructions, run images on the HLoc localizer and align models.
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7 Conclusions

This deliverable demonstrated that our localization pipeline, based on Hloc, can (i) build global 3D maps from ARI
sensors and (ii) achieve 90% consistent recall between global and local mapping and localization with 1.5 meters
tolerance. This is sufficient for global localization. We suggest further improvements to reach higher accuracy in
Section 5.

All code and data are available in the project gitlab repositories:
https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/mapping_localization
https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/mapping_localization
https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/mapping_localization

where it will be available for at least 4 years after the end of the project.
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